Name:       Degree expected:
email address:
Major or major instrument?
What is your native language? If not English, do you comprehend English easily?
What languages other than English do you understand/read?
In what year did you begin your studies at UH?
Where did you do your undergraduate work?
Did you write a lengthy research paper for which you cited sources and compiled a bibliography?
Have you had formal or informal library instruction anywhere before?
   If so, where? Briefly describe:

What other courses are you taking this semester?

On a scale of 5-1 (5 being high, and 0 being no understanding of the terms), how would you rate your present experience and success with each of the following:

   Computer word-processing
   Computer searching in CD-ROM or online databases
   Using the Internet
   Use of library catalogs:
      card catalogs
      computer catalogs
      printed book catalogs

   Dictionaries and encyclopedias in music
   Periodical indexes and abstracts in music
   Bibliographies on particular aspects of music
   Discographies
   Thematic catalogs
   General research techniques
   Writing academic papers

What don’t you like about libraries? What are your expectations for this course? What would you like to know about music and music literature that you don't already? What sort of library skills would you like to develop? Are there any particular topics in music that you would like to explore? (Use the back of this page.)